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By Courtney Fae Long 

Creator of Mariposa Sacred Sexuality™, International Speaker, & Best-Selling Author 
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Copyright and Legal Stu� 

 

Copyright © 2021 Courtney Long 

 

Published and distributed in the United States of America by: Courtney Long, Caring for Your Spirit, 
LLC. 

 

All rights reserved. Except as permitted under the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, no part of this 
publication may be reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means for public 
or private use—other than for “fair use” as brief quotations embodied in articles and reviews—
without prior written permission of the author. For permission requests, write to: 

 Caring for Your Spirit, LLC 

PO Box 10478 

Tempe, AZ 85284 

 courtney@courtneyfaelong.com 

 

Each individual’s journey is unique. The author does not prescribe the use of any technique as a 
form of treatment for physical, emotional, mental, spiritual, or medical problems without the 
advice of a physician. Ideas shared in this book should not take the place of medical treatment or 
mental health care. If you choose to utilize techniques shared in this book, the author and 
publisher assume no responsibility for your actions.  
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Welcome, Gorgeous! 

I’m so happy you found your way to this gi=. The “O” Meter is a priceless, magical tool 

that will help you create an orgasmic, joyful business that turns you ON! 

Set aside any stress or distractions, and let’s look at what’s really going on in your 

business, so you can use the “O” Meter to create the sizzlin’ hot success that you crave.  

 

 

Who is Courtney?  

I’m Courtney Fae Long, the creator of Mariposa Sacred 

Sexuality™, International Speaker, Author, & Masters 
Level Social Worker with specialization in Management/
Leadership. 

My specialty is helping entrepreneurs, speakers, authors, 
coaches, and creative souls to create sizzlin' hot success 

in their business, love life, and sex life.  

In 2015, I became seriously sick, a=er years of 
overworking and sacrificing my health and joy in order to 
run a successful business. I realized that something 
needed to change. 

 

I activated my sacred sexual energy and prioritized pleasure, which transformed my 
struggles into Sizzlin' Hot Success in my business, finances, health, and romantic 
relationship. Today, I’m grateful to say that I am happy, healthy, and on fire for fulfilling 
my purpose! 

Through my innovative Mariposa Sacred Sexuality™ and Sizzlin' Hot Success Business 
teachings, I help you light your sexual fire and unleash your Magical, Authentic, Sexual 
Self (MASS) to get your body and business turned ON, so you can reach millions and 

make millions. 

I have been speaking professionally for 20+ years. I’ve run a successful spiritual business 
for 12+ years and have taught and coached over 15,000 students and 500 private 

clients to experience profound, life-changing results.  
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From Stressed to Sizzlin’ Hot Success  
 

Are you a speaker, author, coach, or creative soul?  

Is your business feeling dull, rather than happy, hot and turned ON? 

There is a strong correlation between your SEXUAL ENERGY and your BUSINESS.  

How HOT you feel determines how much SUCCESS your business experiences.  

If you want Sizzlin’ Hot Success, it starts by getting turned ON from deep within. 

 

What’s Ahead? You’ll Discover:  

• The "O" Meter, a sacred tool that helps you tune into your intuition and choose business 

opportunities that light you up and turn you on, so you can create sizzlin’ hot success 

• Why your business is meant to be orgasmic and to delight you with pleasure and joy 

• Why your “turn-on” is actually your intuition/soul speaking through your sizzlin’ hot desires!  

• The “Joyful, Orgasmic Business” Quiz so you can see how joyful and orgasmic your business 

currently is (and what’s possible once you activate your sacred sexual energy) 

• Free GiA: See the last page for a free gi= from my heart to yours, a complimentary Spark Your 

Sexual Fire Session 
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Does This Sound Like You? 

• Successful in your business/career, but tired of working so hard and operating the old 

masculine way of pushing, overworking, & hustling (too much work, not enough play & pleasure!) 

• Making great money (maybe even 6 or 7 figures), but meanwhile sacrificing your joy and self-care  

• Unsatisfied sexually or not having much sex at all; Work is taking a priority over your sex life 

• Stressed, exhausted, and on the verge of burnout (maybe even dealing with health issues) 

• You seem happy on the outside, but  inside you’re not truly happy or fulfilled. 

 

 

I’m guessing you’ve done lots of business trainings. You’ve got the business skills. You know the 
strategies. You’ve got the speaking skills. You’ve got the desire in your heart to help others. You know 
how to make money. You’ve got confidence.   

So why isn’t your business flowing? Why aren’t you more successful? Because you haven’t lit your 

sexual fire and unleashed your orgasmic GLOW. 

 

 

Is This What You Want? 

• To feel hot & turned on in your business, love life, & sex life 

• A more feminine, free, flowing, lighter approach to 

business and life, with plenty of free time for pleasure, 

fun, joy, romance, and things that make your heart sing 

• To see more money dance its way into your bank 

account 

• To sparkle, shine, stand out, share your meaningful 

message, reach millions and make millions 

• To feel hot, sexy, and confident in your body 

• Mind-blowing, earth-shattering sex that catapults you 

into new levels of love, ecstasy, & connection with the 
Divine 

 

This is all possible for you when you tap into Mariposa 

Sacred Sexuality™. Oooh la la. Let’s dive in, shall we?  
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Quiz: How Orgasmic and Joyful is Your Business?  
 

Are you currently experiencing Sizzlin’ Hot Success and orgasmic joy in your business? Let’s 
take an honest look. 

 

Answer “Yes” or “No” to each statement below. If you get stuck, think of what happens most 
of the time. 

____  1. You wake up in the morning excited to work!  

____  2. On a daily basis, you feel excited, energized, happy, and vibrant (like you’re turned   

 on for life!) 

____  3. You prioritize pleasure just as much as productivity. Your work day is full of pleasure.  

____  4. You have the confidence to charge premium prices. The prices you charge excite you!  

____  5. You have plenty of free time for pleasure, romance, love-making, self-care, travel, fun, 

 favorite hobbies, family, and friends. 

____  6. You regularly receive crystal clear intuitive guidance.  

____  7. You trust your intuitive guidance and take action on it (without delay or hesitation). 

____  8. You feel turned on and happy when you look at your bank account. 

____  9. Your inbox is overflowing with dynamite opportunities. Your services are in high 

 demand.  There are sooo many opportunities that you end up saying “no” more o=en 

 than you say “yes.” You get to select the ones that light you up most (instead of taking 

 any opportunity that shows up).  

____  10. You have consistent cash flow. Money regularly dances its way into your bank 

 account. 

____  11. You have more money than you know what to do 

 with. You have money to treat yourself to all the things 

 you want to do (ex. vacations, home improvements, 

 self-care, investments, family, etc.). 

____  12. You feel attractive, magnetic, hot, and sexy! 
 

      (continued on next page) 
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____  13. Your business feels attractive, magnetic, hot, and sexy!  

____  14. You absolutely adore your clients. They are dream clients who you love working with. 

 A=er working with a client or teaching a class, you feel upliAed, lighter, more 

 energized, and more vibrant.  

____  15. You’re connected to your body, sacred genitals, and sacred womb. You tune into 

 your body, sacred genitals, and/or sacred womb when making decisions.   

____  16. You regularly tune into your intuition and give birth to creative projects that inspire 

 you and others.  

____  17. You feel you are making the impact you are meant to make in the world, and you’re 

 having a blast doing it! 

____  18. Your sexual energy is flowing and fueling your work and life.  

____  19. You feel inspired, like there is a flow of creative ideas available at your fingertips.  

____ 20. You do your business your own unique, authentic, creative way, instead of following 

 prescribed strategies or doing what you think you “should” do. 

____ 21. You show up as your magical, authentic self in your business and all that you do.  

____  22. You are regularly having mind-blowing, earth-shattering sex (or self-pleasure) that 

 catapults you into new possibilities, connects you to the Divine, and helps you feel at 

 one with all that is.  

 

If you answered “no” or “I’m not sure” to 2 or more of these 
questions, then your business is not fully lit up and turned on. 

And therefore not nearly as successful as it could be! 

Would you like to open the flow of dream clients, consistent 
cash, crystal clear intuitive guidance, creativity, and 
confidence to create your most orgasmic, joyful business? 

The solution is activating your sacred sexual energy and 
learning how to utilize your sexual energy to create success in 
your business.  

Mariposa Sacred Sexuality™ and the 4-Step GLOW System 

can help you create sizzlin’ hot success in your business, 
money flow, love life, and sex life! Woo hoo! 

The “O” Meter is one of many sacred Mariposa tools. It will 
help you get started! 
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“O” Stands f� “Orgasmic” 

“O” stands for “orgasmic.”   

“Orgasmic” is a vibration or experience that involves great delight, joy, and pleasure (similar to the 

pleasure of having an orgasm). Something is orgasmic when it’s exciting or extremely enjoyable.  

Your business is meant to be orgasmic. An orgasm is an explosion of energy, like an explosion of 

love and joy. Your business is the channel through which you express love in the world. It is meant 

to bring you and others great joy. When you are lit up and passionate, your passion is contagious.  

Your sexual energy is your creation energy. It’s the energy you use to create with. You use it all the 

time in your business! Imagine how powerful it would be if you utilized it consciously and intention-

ally to create the success you want in your business. And to create divine creations that you can 

share with others to make the world a better place.  

Your sexual energy is your soul essence flowing through your physical body. Your business is meant 

to be an expression of your soul, not an expression of a prescribed business formula or strategy. 

When you feel lit up and turned on, your soul is turned on like a bright light. Your soul intuitively 

guides your human self through feelings of joy, pleasure, and delight. Your “turn-on” is your intui-

tion! 

When your sexual energy is turned on and flowing, 

your soul is lit up and guiding your business. The 

more you follow your soul, the more successful 

your business becomes.  

In order to create your most orgasmic, joyful busi-

ness, it’s important to say “yes” to experiences, po-

tential clients, and opportunities that light you up 

and energize and excite you (not to things that are 

just OK or lukewarm. And certainly not things that 

bore you or turn you oQ).  

That is called the “O” YES!  

On the following page, you’ll find the “O” Meter. It 

can help you make business decisions on a daily 

basis to create an orgasmic, joyful business full of 

passion and in alignment with your soul.  
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The “O” Meter 
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The “O” Meter helps you create an orgasmic, joyful business full of passion and                                                   
in alignment with your soul. Say “yes” to what lights you up at an 8 or above.  

 

When making business 
decisions, use a scale of 

1-10 (10 = highest).  
 

Ask yourself:    

 “How lit up do I feel 

about ___________?”  

 

Fill in the blank with an           
opportunity,  potential client, 
marketing copy, or anything 

related to your business. 
 

Optional: Replace “lit up” with 
“joyful” or “orgasmic,” or 

“turned on.” 
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There’s So Much More to Discover 

The “O” Meter is just one sacred tool in the extensive Mariposa Sacred Sexuality™ teachings. It’s like 

one tiny gemstone in an enormous cave filled with sparkly treasures and delights. In other words, 

there is sooo much more to explore!  

We’ve all grown up in a “sex-negative” culture which taught us that sex was somehow dirty, bad, 

or wrong. Most of us didn’t know it was OK to masturbate or that masturbation is a form of spiritual 

grounding and self-soothing. Some of us even experienced sexual abuse.  

Sex is either overused and in-your-face in movies and marketing, or it’s scorned, hidden, and 

forbidden from conversation. This has led to shame around sexuality. Shame is the lowest 

vibration we can experience. It’s when we feel bad about ourselves. We cannot fulfill our potential 

in our business or life if we are walking around weighed down by shame.  

Most of us haven’t learned about the sacredness, magic, and creative power of our sexual 

energy. And certainly not how to utilize it to improve our business! It’s about time to learn it, don’t 

you think? 

Mariposa Sacred Sexuality™ is the secret to success that you didn’t learn in business school.  

 

Mariposa teaches you how to activate your sacred sexual energy through the 4-Step GLOW System, 

which helps you experience body confidence (instead of insecurity, discomfort, or self-criticism of 

your body), discover the magic and spiritual purpose of your sacred genitals, activate the orgasmic 

power of your heart, connect your heart to your sacred genitals, clear sexual shame, liberate your 

sacred sexual energy, and discover the Mariposa Sexual Magic Method: 8 Steps to Create Your 

Divine Desires with the Magic of Your Sexual Energy, so you can create the success, money, love, 

and life you secretly crave. 

It’s possible when you discover the secret treasure that’s been hiding in your body all along. And 

how to utilize it.  

When you go on this sacred journey, the “O” 

Meter will become even more eQective and 

easier to use, because you’ll be more 

connected to your body. And your sexual 

energy will be flowing throughout your entire 

body and energy field (giving you the feeling 

and look of a GLOW).  This will help you feel 

and notice what turns you on. And tune into 

your body, sacred genitals, and sacred womb 

for crystal clear intuitive guidance for your 

business and life. 

Curious to explore more? I would be honored 

to help you.  
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*Fr� Gift: Spark Your Sexual Fire Session* 
For Sizzlin' Hot Success in Your Business, Money Flow, Love Life, & Sex Life! 

 

As you can tell, I have so much more to share with you. 

If you are feeling guided to Mariposa, as a gi= to you, I’ve set aside time to speak with you 
personally about how to light your sexual fire and create sizzlin’ hot success in your business, 
money flow, love life, and sex life. To apply, go to: https://SizzlinHotSuccess.com/apply    

 

This 45-60 minute “Spark Your Sexual Fire Session” is FREE 

and happens via Zoom on your computer, phone, or tablet.  

 

Here’s what you may discover in your session: 

• Your Va-Va-Voom Vision for your most joyful, orgasmic 

business and life 

• The 2-3 biggest challenges that are blocking your sexual 

energy and therefore blocking your joy, money flow, and 
client flow 

• 2-3 tangible action steps for you to start to tap into your 

sexual energy to create sizzlin’ hot success now 

 

During your session, I will share professional recommendations 
based on my 20+ years of working with clients. If it seems like 

we are a good fit and you would love to dive deeper into 
Mariposa Sacred Sexuality,™ I will share which classes or retreats will help you most. 

Your sacred sexual energy is waiting to be unleashed. Are you ready to create the success 

that you crave in your business, money, love life, and sex life?  

No matter what’s happening in your business now, it can all change in an instant when you 
learn the sacred techniques to light your sexual fire, align with your Magical, Authentic, 

Sexual Self (MASS), and tune into your sacred body and intuition to receive all the answers 
your business needs for true success.  

If you’re ready and now is you time, let’s explore what is possible for you.  

 

* Free GiA: Spark Your Sexual Fire Session * 

Apply now at: https://SizzlinHotSuccess.com/apply  
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